BIBLIOTHEKA: a public library
Thursday Oct 20 is the opening of Bibliotheka: A Public Library an exhibition of
book art by Valentin Manz and Nazir Tanbouli. Manz and Tanbouli's hand
created books involve psychodrama, memory and autobiography. Print editions
will also be for sale. Through Oct 23 at Studio75
75 Hebden Court, Laburnum Street E2 8BG
Haggerston or Hoxton Tube
off Kingsland Road

VALENTIN MANZ and NAZIR TANBOULI
Valentin Manz makes mechanical sculptures out of metal, glass, and found materials. The dominant themes in his
work are chaos and schizophrenia in society, which become visible in strong, aggressive forms made with a sense of
play. He explores these themes and forms in drawings and paintings, created in series with the machines and static 3dimensional work.

Valentin was born in rural Bavaria, into a family specialising in the craft of making ceramics. From growing up in a
creative workshop, he moved on to London to study at Central St. Martin’s, the Slade and Goldsmith's. Valentin often
works with the mentally ill and children with special needs, which is a continual source of inspiration.

Nazir Tanbouli makes drawings and paintings, and these come in many forms, from giant murals made of painted cut
paper, to mural street art, to artist books; basically anything that involves a pen or a brush. What all of these works
share is Nazir's fascination with themes of narrative, storytelling, mythologies and myth-making, particularly in their
relation to the contemporary environment.
Nazir was born and raised in Alexandria, Egypt into a family of painters. He was taught in the atelier of his uncle,
Egyptian painter Ibrahim Tanbouli, from the tender age of 2 years old. He did a BA in Expressive Arts at Alexandria
University and participated in biennials and exhibitions in Egypt and abroad, as well as running his own mural painting
crew. He moved from Alexandria to the UK in 2002, and did an MA in Fine Art Printmaking at Camberwell College in
2009, where he began to develop his book art.

VALENTIN MANZ LINKS
EarthNowBeing http://www.earthnowbeing.org
Gallery http://gallery.me.com/valentin.manz
NAZIR TANBOULI LINKS
Website http://www.nazirtanbouli.com

